
MDM allows you to reclaim control over mobile devices and 

reduce the risk of corporate data loss without sacrificing 

employee productivity. MDM monitors and manages both 

company and employee-owned devices, ensuring compliance 

with corporate security policies.

• Prevent corporate data loss by remote locking and wiping your 

mobile devices when lost and enforcing password policies.

• Provide feature rich corporate email with control over stored 

attachments and mail.

• Manage installed apps and ensure productivity and security.

• Track mobile devices and log location history.

• Configure & manage Wi-Fi networks & device settings remotely.

• Remote control Android devices.

With 7 million dollars’ worth of mobile phones being lost every day 

in the United States and over 300 devices being stolen in London 

each day, businesses can’t afford to have sensitive data fall into 

the wrong hands!

10 Benefits of MDM

1. Affordable mobile device management at last!

2. Easy to use, purchase and scale

3. Hosted and on-premises editions

4. Unparalleled Android manageability

5. Remote lock and wipe

6. Enforce corporate password policies

7. Find, track and view full location history

8. Monitor for malware and inappropriate apps

9. Mass deploy, whitelist, blacklist apps

10. Configure corporate email & Wi-Fi settings remotely



Manage Apps - Monitor for Rogue Apps & Mass Deploy

Administrators can review all the apps that are installed on the devices from 

a single screen and remove any inappropriate apps that affect employee 

productivity and drain data plans with a few mouse clicks. Mass Deploy 

corporate apps to devices without using the App Store or Google Play.

Find & Track Devices & Supervise Staff Routes

MDM stores the current location of all devices and keeps detailed logs 

of where the devices and employees have been. All device locations are 

shown with their full address using Bing Maps.

Unparalleled Android Manageability

Remote Control

MDM allows administrators remote control of Android smartphones and 

tablets to manage files on the devices remotely, launch commands and 

more.

Remotely Configure Corporate Email

MDM incorporates the most popular commercial Android email client - 

AquaMail, allowing administrators to remotely configure corporate email and 

retain control of stored attachments and mail. Companies can now delete all 

corporate emails as well as the attachments that are stored on the device 

when an employee leaves the company. MDM provides Enterprise-style 

features for SMBs at a fraction of the cost and administration effort!

Securing Your Data – Remote Lock or Wipe Devices
If a device is lost or stolen, MDM can remotely lock or wipe the device and its 

SD card to avoid unauthorised use, even if it isn’t connected to the internet, 

or just delete corporate email and any stored attachments. Enforce a strong 

password policy remotely and set minimum password length and time lapse 

before device auto-lock.

Signup for Your Free 5 Device Account at 
www.MobileDeviceManager.com/Signup
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